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The mapping class group of a closed orientable surface of genus g, denoted I;,. is defined as the 
group of path components of the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the 
surface. We completely calculate the p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomology of $,_r. The 
Farrell-Tate and ordinary cohomologies of r, coincide above the virtual cohomological 
dimension 4g - 5. 
The basic method is to describe for Z/p C c8_l the quotient group N(Z/p)/Zlp as a finite 
extension of the pure mapping class group, where IV(.) is the normalizer in rpml. Then putting a 
result of Cohen about the cohomology of the pure mapping class group into the Lyndon- 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, we obtain the ordinary (and Farrell-Tate) cohomology of 
the normalizer group. The result about the p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomology of I;> I 
then follows. 
Introduction 
Let c, denote the mapping class group of the closed orientable surface S, of 
genus g, i.e. n()Diff+(S,), where Diff’(.) is the group of orientation preserving 
diffeomorphisms. 
The Farrell-Tate cohomology fi*(.) is a generalization of Tate cohomology to 
groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension (vcd). For g > 1, the Farrell- 
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Tate and ordinary cohomologies of r, coincide above the vcd(r,) = 4g - 5 [4]. In 
[6], we completely determined the p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomology of 
r (P_,j,2 for a prime p > 3. In this paper, we give a complete calculation of the 
p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomology of r,-, for an odd prime p. 
For an odd prime p, the smallest g > 1 such that r, contains p-torsion is 
(p - 1) 12, the second smallest g is p - 1. The Farrell-Tate cohomologies of the 
mapping class groups rcPPljiZ and r,-, both are p-periodic [7]. Hence the 
p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomologies of rc, _ , ) ;? and r, _ , both only depend 
upon the normalizers of Zip subgroups (denoted N(Z/p)) [2, p. 2931. The main 
difference is that N(Z/p) in r(,,m,j,2 is finite for all Zip C r(/1_,J,2, while N(Zlp) 
in r!,- , is always infinite. However, for any Z lp C r;l-, , the quotient N( L lp) IL ip 
can be described as a finite extension of a pure mapping class group K, (the free 
group of two generators). A result of Cohen [3] about the cohomology of the pure 
mapping class group leads to the calculation of the cohomology of the quotient 
N(Z ip) /Z lp since the associated Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
(LHS) collapses. Finally, by using LHS’ again, we obtain the complete calcula- 
tion of the p-torsion of the Farrell-Tate cohomology of iV(Z/p). This gives our 
result as follows. 
The main theorem. 
i 
Z/3 if i = 0 mad(4), 
wq; q,, = Z/3 if i = 1 mod(4) , 
0 if i = 2,3 mod(4) . 
(b) Forp=4k-1, k>l, 
I n ZIP if i = 0 mod(4) , 
I n Z/P if i = 1 mod(4) , 
n ZIP if i = 2 mod(4) , 
I 
[4k(k-2)/3]+1 
I,I Zip if i = 3 mod(4). 
(c) Forp=4k+l, k>O, 
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H’(T,_,; q,,, = 
[2k(k+2)/3]+1 
! 
Z/p ifi=O mad(8), 
2k(Zk+l)/3 
? 
ZIP if i = 1 mod(8) , 
k(Zk+1)13 
rI Z/P if i = 2 mod(8) , 
I 
4k(k-I)13 
n Z/P if i = 3 mod(8) , 
2k(k+2)/3 
n ZIP if i = 4 mod(8) , 
[‘k(Zk+l)/3]~1 
rI Z/p ifi= mad(8), 
k(Zk+1)/3 
n ZIP if i = 6 mod(8) , 
4k(k-I)/3 
rI ZJP if i = 7 mod(8) . 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section, under 
the assumption that the orbit space of a Zip action on the surface S, is the 
2-sphere, we consider the Z/p as a subgroup in r, and describe the quotient 
N(Zlp) /Z/p as a finite extension of the pure mapping class group K,,. This 
extension is determined by the fixed point datum of a generator of the Z/p. In 
particular, for any Z lp of r,_ , , the quotient N( Z lp) I Z lp is a finite extension of 
the pure mapping class group K, by a group M which is C,, D,, Z/4, Z/2 or the 
trivial group depending upon the fixed point datum of a generator of the Zip. In 
Section 2, we classify all conjugacy classes of L/p in r,_, into six types. To each 
of these types we associate the same finite group M, and then count the number 
of conjugacy classes of Z/p in every type. In the final section the p-torsion of the 
Farrell-Tate cohomology of N(Z ip) in r,_, is calculated for all types of Z/p by 
using LHS3 and the cohomology of K4 [3]. Our result then follows. 
1. The normalizer of Z lp in I” 
Let r” denote 7r(,(Diff+(S’, n)) (p ermuting n distinguished punctures). There is 
a natural map A : rfl + 2,) where 2, is the symmetric group on IZ letters. The 
pure mapping class group K, is defined as the kernel of A. 
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In this section, we assume that 
orientable surface S, of genus g 
subgroup of KS. 
the orbit space of a Zip action on the closed 
is the sphere S’, and consider the Zip as a 
An argument similar to Lemma 2.1 in [6] shows that there is an injective 
homomorphism I : N(Z lp) /Z/p + r” for some n (in fact, n is the number of 
fixed points of a generator of Zip). 
Consider the following diagram: 
s, - {pts} - s, - {pts) 
I I’ 
s2 - {pts} A 9 - {pts} 
where p is the projection map determined by a generator x of Zip, {pts} denotes 
the fixed points set of the diffeomorphism x : S,+ S,q, w E Diff’(S’, n). 
Notice that Im(Z : N(Z ip) /Z/p + r”) = {[w] 1 w lifts}, where [.I is the isotopy 
class of w [6]. The w lifts to a diffeomorphism w’ : S,+ S,? if and only if every 
closed curve which lifts to a closed curve maps (via w) to a closed curve which lifts 
to a closed curve. 
Let y be a closed curve in S’ - {pts}. By the proposition in the Appendix of [6] 
the y lifts to a closed curve if and only if in the obvious notation the homotopy 
class 
[y] = n .x:‘l JJ x:“s . . . JJ Xf;! E ?q(S’ - {pts}) 
satisfies C n,P, + m,P, + . . + k,P, = 0 mod(p). These facts imply the follow 
sublemma: 
Sublemma. Let w E Diff+(S’, n), x E Diff-(S,) and x” = Id. Suppose the jixed 
point datum a(x) = ( p,, p2, . , p,,), p, E Zip - (0). c p, = 0 (as defined in [5]). 
and A([ w]) = 6 is an element of X,,; then w lifts if and only if the following 
condition is true: if C m,P, = 0 mod(p), the m,‘s are all integers, then c m,/3Kc,, = 
0 mod(p). 0 
Lemma 1 .I. If the orbit spuce of u Z lp = (x ) action on the surface S, is the sphere 
S’, and we consider Z lp as u subgroup of r,, then there is u short exact sequence 
1+ K,, * N(Z lp) IZ lp -+ M + 1, where n and the subgroup M of Z,, can be 
determined by the fixed point datum a(x). 
Case 1: The fixed point datum 
a(x) = ( P, > P2’ 3 P,, > 
= ( t, , rt, , , r”- It,. tl, rt,, . . , r”- It,, . t,, , rt,, , r”- ‘t, > 
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as an unordered n-tuple, where pi E Zip - {0}, c ‘,’ p, = 0, cyi is the number of 
p, =j, jEZip - {(I}, r # 1 mod(p), d is the minimum positive integer such that 
r“ = 1 mod(p); then n = c LY,, M = (SC,, X xCYz X . . . X x’,,,,_,) XIZ,, where zCx, is the 
permutation group of p,‘s, Z(, is the cyclic group generated by the permutation that 
induces r’t, + r’ ’ It,. 
Case 2: The fixed point datum 
# (t,, rt,, . . . , r”-‘t,, t,, rt,, . . . , r”-‘t,, . . , t,, rt,,, . , rd-Its) 
as an unordered n-tuple; then n = c CY,, M = x:,, X z+ X ’ . . X so,,_,, where xa, is 
the permutation group of the p,‘s. 
Clearly, by the sublemma. Im(Z) _> K,, (the pure mapping class group) since 
A(&) = Id E X,, 
We have obtained a short exact sequence: 1 + K,, + W(l) + A4 + 1, where M 
is a subgroup of X,:,. Next, let us determine the finite group M by the fixed point 
datum a(x). 
Claim 1. Without loss of generality, let 
A(( w]) = S = (12. . k)(k + 1 . . . h) . . (m + 1 . . . n) E z,, ; 
if [w] E Im(l), then 
PA’ = p,p;‘=-=p,p,!, =p,p,‘, 
ph_zP,!, =P,+,P,i2 =-=P,,P,,‘, =P,d? 3 
. , 
&+2P,;:, = P,,,+d& = ... = P,,P,l!l = Pn,+lK . 
Proof. Let m, = 1, m2 = -p,/3_’ and m, = 0 for i # 1,2. Then c mip, = p, + 
m-/3, = 0 mod(p). Therefore, c m,P,,(,, = 0 mod(p), i.e. P, + m2P, = P2 - _ - 
P,P_‘P, =O mod(p), or P,PY’ = PIP_‘. Similarly, we can show Claim 1. 0 
Now, we suppose 
P, = P,r 3 p,=p,r2 ,..., pk=p,rhm’, 
,8ht7=&+,s, &_3=&+$ ,.‘.. P,,=Ph+Is”-/‘-‘~ 
. , 
P,,,+2 = P,,,+,t > P,,,+3 = P,,,. J2 3 ” 1 P,, = P,,,Jf’-“‘-’ . 
In fact. r/‘ = 1 mod(p), sAmk = 1 mod(p), , dm” = 1 mod(p). 
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Claim 2. r = s = ... = t mod(p) and there is an integer d such that r* = Sd = 
. . . = td = 1 mod(p). 
Proof. Take m, = 1, mk+, = -&/3k:, and m, =O mod(p) for if 1,k + 1. Then 
C miPi = 0 mod(p), therefore c m,&,, = 0 mod(p), i.e. 
I% + (-PlP,:,>Pk+, = P1r + wlPk:lMk+lS 
=p,(r-s)=O mod(p), 
this implies r = s mod(p). Similarly, we can show r = s = . . . = t mod(p). Let 
d = gcd(k, h, . . , n). Clearly, r” = sd = . . . = t” = 1 mod(p). 0 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. The first observation is h(Im(1)) > Z,, X Z,, X . . . X 2, by 
the sublemma. We want to show c,, x X:,, X . . . X YZ:4,_, 2 A(Im(?)) in the c&e 2. 
If not, let [w] E Im(l), A([w]) = 6 E Z,,, but 6 gx:,, X ZU, X . . . X cm,,_,, i.e. the 6 
permutes two distinguished numbers p, and p, of the fixed point datum a(x). By 
Claims 1 and 2, 
m=(&,Pz~.->P,,) 
= ( t,, rt,, . , r”-‘t,, t?, rtt,, . . , P’t2,. . , t,, rt,, . . , rdp’ts) 
and r # 1 mod(p). This is a contradiction. 
In the case 1. 
~(~)=(P,~Pr>-.&,) 
= ( t,, rt,, . , r”-‘t,, t2, rt2, . . , r“+‘f7, . . .,tJ,rt s,.., rd-‘ts), 
iZd is the cyclic group generated by the permutation that induces rkt,+ rk+‘t,. 
Obviously, by the sublemma above, h(Im(l)) 3 Z,, so 
= (X,, x c,,, x . . . x 2 ,,,_,> xc, 
We only need to show the semi-direct product (za;,, X za,, X . . . X ifa,,_,) xiz, 2 
A(Im(l)). In fact, for any (T E A(Im(Z)), (T is a product a,~,. . . cq by Claims 1 and 
2, here a, E Z,, or Z,. 
Since I is an injective, we still denote N(Z ip) /L ip = Im(Z). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 1.1. 0 
Remark 1. A result similar to Lemma 1.1 is proved by Broughton [l] using a 
different method. 
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Remark 2. For an odd prime p, any action of Zip on the surface S,-, has exactly 
four fixed points as one sees easily from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. More- 
over, the orbit space S,_,lZlp is the 2-sphere. The set of conjugacy classes of 
elements of order p in r,-, is in one-to-one correspondence with all possible fixed 
point data (P,, PZ,P3, P4),P,EHip-{O},pl+P2+P3+P4=O[51. 
Now, by Lemma 1.1, we have a short exact sequence 1+ K, ---, N(Z/p) /Z/p+ 
M* 1 for every Z lp in r,-, , where M is a subgroup of Z+,. 
For the mapping class group r’, the only fixed point datum of order-3 elements 
is (1, 2, 1, 2), so M=(X,xCz)~Z12=((13), (24), (12)(34))=D,. 
If p > 3, the fixed point datum (1, 1, 1, p - 3) corresponds to the group 
M=~:,=((12),(23));thefixedpointdatum(l,p-l,l,p-l)correspondsto 
the group M = D, = (2, x z(*) x1Z/2 = ((13), (2 4), (12) (3 4)); the fixed point 
datum (l,p-1,2,p-2) corresponds to the group M=Z/2=((12)(34)). If 
p > 5, the fixed point datum ( 1, 1, 2, p - 4) corresponds to the group M = 
Z/2 = X2 = (( 12)). If p > 7, the fixed point datum (1, 2, 3, p - 6) corresponds to 
the group M = the trivial group. If p = 4k + 1, k > 0 there is an r E Z/p - (0) 
such that r4 = 1 and r’ # 1, the fixed point datum (1, r, r’, r’) corresponds to the 
M=Z/4= ((1234)). 
Lemma 1.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 1.1, let C(Zlp) denote the centralizer 
of Zip in rg. Then there is a commutative diagram as follows: 
l-K,, -N(Zlp)l.Zlp~M-1 
1- C(Z/p)l.Zlp- N( Z lp) I Z lp - Z, - 1 
where the pr is the projection map from M = X,, x Z,+ x . . . x Xa,,_, xl Z, to Zd. 
Proof. In the case 2 of Lemma 1.1, we assume d = 1. In fact, we only need show 
h(C(Zlp)lZ/p) = Yc,, X Ca2 X . . . X Z_,x_,. Suppose y E C(Z/p), yxy-’ = x, we can 
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represent x and y be elements of Diff+(S,_,) (which we also denote x and y), 
then y must map any fixed point of x to another fixed point of x such that the x 
has the same rotation angles at each of these two fixed points, i.e. the numbers pi, 
pi associated to these two fixed points of x are equal. Conversely, yxy-’ = xh and 
Corollary 1.3. The pure mapping class group K,, as a subgroup of N(Z/p)lZlp 
acts trivially on the Zip. 
2. The classification of conjugacy classes of Z/p in r,_ , 
We classify all conjugacy classes of Z/p in Q, into six types according to their 
fixed point data such that all Zip in one type corresponding to the same finite 
group M in the short exact sequence 1 --+ K, + N( Z ip) /Z/p -+ M -+ 1. Not only 
will we obtain the total number of conjugacy classes of Zip in c,_, , but also the 
number of conjugacy classes of Zip in every type. The method is nothing but the 
study of all possible fixed point data ( p, , &, pi, p,) , p, E 2 ip - {O}, p, + p7 + 
P3 + P4 = 0. 
For an order p element x of r,_, , if the fixed point datum a(x) = (PI, p2, pi, 
p,), then the fixed point datum a(.?‘) = (tip,, #z/3,, ti&, r$3,), where 1 5 m or 
p - 1, fi is the multiplicative inverse of m mod(p). This basic observation gives 
the following Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.1. For any Z lp subgroup of $,_ , , there is a generator of Zip such that 
the fixed point datum a(x) = (1, &, P,, p,) 0 
We give a list of unordered tuples ( 1, &, &, p,) in the following six types such 
that 1 5 p, 5 p2 5 & E Zip ~ {0} and 1 + p, + p2 + & = 0. This list completely 
covers the fixed point data of generators of all conjugacy classes of Zip in q,-, , 
but are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
Classification. 
Type 1: p>3. 
(1, 1,1, p - 3) 
Type 2: odd p. 
(l,l, p-1, p-1) 
Type 3: p ~3. 
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Case 1: p=4k-1. 
(1,2,p-&P-l) 
(1, (p - l>Q (P + 1)/L P - 1) 
Case 2: p = 4k + 1. There is an integer r, 1 < r < (p + 1)/2, such that y4 = 1 
mod(p), but r2 # 1 mod(p). 
(Lr-l,p-r+l,p-1) 
(l,r+l,p-r-l,p-1) 
(1, (p - 1)4 (p + 1)4 P ~ 1) 
Type 4: p > 5. 
(ltl,Lp-4) 
(1,1,3, p-5) 
(~1, (P -3v2, (P - w) 
Type 5: p > 7. 
Case 1: 1+/3, +Pz+&=p. 
O,2,3, p-6) 
(1,-L 4, p - 7) 
(1,3,4, p - 8) 
(1,395, p-9) 
. 
. . . 




(1,2k+1,2k+3,p-4k-5) . . . 
(1,2k,(p-3)/2-k,(p+1)/2-k) (1,2k+l, 
(I,-3)/2-k,(p-1)/2-k) . . . 
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Case 2: 1 + p, + & + & = 2p. 
0,4,p-3, P-2) 
(195, p-4, P-2) 
(1,6, p - 4, p - 3) 
(177, P -5, P -3) 
. . . 
. 
(l,(p-1)/2,(p+3)/2,p-2) (1,(~+1)/2,(P+3)/2, P-3) ... 
(1,4k,p-2k-l,p-2k) (1,4k+2,p-2k-2,p-2k-l) . . . 
(1,4k+l,p-2k-2,p-2k) (1,4k+3,p-2k-3,p-2k-l) . . . 
(1,(~-3)/2+k, 
(p+l)/2+k,p-2k) 
(1, (p - 1)/2 + k, 
(p+1)/2+k,p-2k-1) . . . 
Type 6: p = 4k + 1. Recall in this case that there is an integer r, 1~ r < (p + 1)/2, 
r’ = 1 mod(p), but r7 # 1 mod(p). 
(1, r, r3, r’) 
Remarks. (1) All unordered tuples listed above are different. 
(2) This list covers the fixed point data of generators of all Z/p in c_, . 
(3) If the different fixed point data of two generators of a E/p in r,_, occur in 
the list, then they both are in one type. 
It is easy to see from the three observations above, we actually classified all 
conjugacy classes of Hip in q,_, into six types by the list. 
(4) For every Zip in type 3, there are exactly two unordered tuples corre- 
sponding to different fixed point data of the generators of the Zip. For every Z lp 
in type 5, there are exactly four unordered tuples corresponding to different fixed 
point data of the generators of the Zip. In other types, any two unordered tuples 
correspond to two fixed point data of generators in different conjugacy classes of 
Z/p. 
Recall that we have a short exact sequence 1 + K, -+ N(Z lp) /Z lp + M + 1 for 
every Zip in q,_,, where the group M only depends upon the fixed point datum 
of a generator of the Zip. Lemma 2.2. follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Any two conjugacy classes of Zip in the same type of classification 
give the same group M. Let Mi denote the associated group of the type i, then we 
have 
M, = 23 = ((121, (23)) > 
M, = D, = ((12), (3 4), (13) (2 4)) , 
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M,=U2=((13)(24)), 
M,=2/2= ((12))) 
M, = the trivial group , 
M,=Z/4= ((1432)). 
Lemma 2.3. Let # denote the number of conjugacy classes of Zip in a type. 
Type 1: #=l. 
Type 2: # = 1. 
Type 3: If p=4k-1, k>l, #=(p-3)/4=k-1. If p=4k+l, k>O, 
#=(p-5)/4=k-1. 
Type 4: If p=4k-1, k>l, #=(p-5)/2=2k-3. If p=4k+l, k>O, 
#=(p-5)12=2k-2. 
Type 5: Zf p=4k-1, k>l, #=(p-5)(p-7)/24=(k-2)(2k-3)/3. Zf 
p=4k+l, k>l, #=(p-5)(p-7)/24=(k-1)(2k-3)/3. 
Type6: Ifp=4k+l, #=l. 
Proof. Only # of type 5 is not obvious. 
If = p 6m - 1, m > 1, in case 1, count the number in each column, 3m - 5, 
3m - 6, 3m - 8, 3m - 9,. . ,4, 3, 1, and add them together: 
(1 + 3m - 5)[(3m - 6)/3 + 1]/2 + (3m - 6 + 3)[(3m - 6 - 3)/3 + 1]/2 
= (3m - 4)(m - 1) 12 + 3(m - l)(m - 2) 12 = (3m - - 5)(m 1) . 
If = p 6m - 1, m > 1, in case 2, count the number in each column, 3m - 4, 
3m - 5, 3m - 7, 3m - 8,. . . ,4, 2, 1, and add them together: 
(2 + 3m - 4)[(3 m-4-2)/3+1]/2+(1+3m-5)[(3m-6)/3+1]/2 
=(3m-2)(m-1)/2+(3m-4)(m-1)/2=3(m-1)’. 
If p = 6m + 1, m > 1, in case 1, count the number of each column, 3m - 4, 
3m - 5, 3m - 7, 3m - 8,. . . ,4, 2, 1, and add them together: 
(1 + 3m - 5)[(3 m-6)/3+1]/2+(2+3m-4)[(3m-6)/3+1]/2 
= (3m - 4)(m - 1)/2 + (3m - 2)(m - 1) 12 = 3(m - l)* . 
If p = 6m + 1, m > 1, in case 2, count the number of each column, 3m - 3, 
3m - 4, 3m - 6, 3m - 7,. ,5, 3, 2, and add them together: 
= 3m(m - 1) 12 + (3m - 2)(m - 1) 12 = (3m - l)(m - 1) . 
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The total number of conjugacy classes of Z/p in type 5: if p = 6m - 1, 
# = (3m - 4)(m - 1)/2; if p=6m+l, #=(3m-2)(m-1)/2. 
In fact, in both cases, #=(p-5)(p-7)/24, or if p=4k-1, #= 
(k - 2)(2k - 3)/3; if p = 4k + 1, # = (k - 1)(2k - 3)/3. 0 
Corollary 2.3. (a) The number of conjugacy classes of Zl3 in rz equals I. 
(b) If p = 4k - 1 and k > 1, then the number of conjugacy classes of Z lp in q, _ , 
equals (p + l)( p + 5) 124 = 2k(k + 1) 13. 
(c) If p = 4k + 1 and k > 0, then the number of conjugacy classes of Z lp in q,_, 
equals [(p+7)(p-1)/24]+1=[2k(k+2)/3]+1. 0 
3. Farrell-Tate cohomology of the N(hlp) in r,_, 
Let N, denote the normalizer of a Zip of type i and Q, denote the quotient 
N,(Z/p)/Zlp, 15 i 5 6. We have six short exact sequences 
Remark. In fact, the pure mapping class group K, is the free group of two 
generators. 
Lemma 3.1 (Cohen [3]). H”(KJ; Z) is generated as an algebra by the one- 
dimensional cohomology classes Bb2 and B,,. The relation in H*(K,; Z) is 
BJ2Bh3 = 0. The action of 2’, is as follows 
(12) (2 3) (3 4) 
B . -BA2 42’ B4? + B,, - B,z 
B,,: B,, + B,, -B,, B,, + B,, 0 
Suppose that p is an odd prime. Let iF,> denote the field of p elements. 
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Lemma 3.2. 
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Proof. We apply LHS” to the group extension l+ K,+ Qi + Mi + 1. Thus we 
need to compute the cohomology of M, with coefficients in the cohomology of K,, 
this being the &-term with the LHS’. We note M, is a subgroup of C, which does 
not contain p-torsion for p > 3; if p = 3, forcing M = D,, M, still does 
not contain any 3-torsion. This implies Ef”’ = H”(M,; H“(K,; F,)) = 0 if p > 0, 
and H”(M,; H’(K,; ff,,)) = H”(K,; FI,)M’. I mmediately, H”(M,; H”(K,; F,)) = F,,, 
H”(M,; H”(K,; F,])) =0 if q > 1. We compute H’(K,; Fp)M’ one by one for 
15i56. 
(a) Ml = -C3 = ((1 2), (23)). Let m,n E [F,,. 
(12) : rnB,? + nB,,+ (n - m)B,? + nB,, , 
(2 3) : mB,, + nB,,+ mB,, + (m - n)B,, 
If mB,, + nB,, is invariant for M,, then m = 2n, n = 2m. This implies m = n = 
0 for pf3. 
(b) M, = D, = ((12), (34), (13) (24)). Let m,n E [F,). 
(12) : mBd2 + nB,,+ (n - m)BJ7 + nB,, , 
(3 4) : mB,, + nB,, + (n - m)B,, + nB,, , 
(13)(24)=(12)(23)(12)(23)(34)(23): 
mB,? + nB,,+ mB,, + nB,, 
If mB,, + nB,, is invariant for M,, then n =2m, i.e. ( Ba2 +2B,,) is an 
one-dimensional invariant IF,] vector space by MZ action. 
(c) M,=Z/2=((13)(24)). Letm,nEF,>. 
(13) (2 4) = (12) (2 3) (12) (2 3) (3 4) (2 3) : 
mB,? + nB,, + MB,, + nB,, . 
So ( Bd2) CD (B,,) is a two-dimensional invariant F, vector spaces by M, action. 
(d) M,=Z:12= ((12)). Let m,nEF,,. 
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If mB,, + nB,, is an invariant for M,, n = 2m, (B,, + 2B,,) is a one-dimen- 
sional invariant lF,> vector space by M, action. 
(e) M, = trivial. 
Obviously, ( B,, > @ ( B,, > . IS a two-dimensional invariant IF, vector spaces by 
M, action. 
(f) Mh=Z1=((1432)). Let m,nE[F,). 
(1432) =(12)(23)(34): mB,, + nB,,--+-nB,,+ -mB,, . 
If mB,, + nB,, is an invariant for M,, then m = -n. This implies (B,, + B,,) is 
a one-dimensional invariant [F,, vector space by M, action. 
Lemma 3.2 is proved since LHS’ clearly collapses by reason of dimension. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let C, denote the centralizer of a zip in N, then 1 N, IC, 1 = 1, 
(N,/C21 = 2, IN,/C,I = 2, INq/C,l = 1, IN,/C,I = 1, IN&l =4. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check the fixed point data of Z/p of each type. 0 
Lemma 3.3 implies that the group Q, acts possibly nontrivially on Lip induced 
by the conjugation of N,, such examples, Q2, Q3 and Q6. 
Lemma 3.4. Let Q, act on the coejjkient Zip induced from the conjugation action 
of N, on the iJ/p in q,_,, then, for every * 2 0, we have 
H”( Q2, ZIP) = 0, 
H*(Qj, Z/P) =0 > 
H*( Q<,> zip) = 0. 
Proof. Again, we apply LHS3 to the group extension 
Since the finite group M, does not contain z/p, E:3Y = H”(M,; H’(K,; z/p)) = 0 
if p >O, H”(M,; H”(K,; 77/p)) = H’(K,; Z/P)~~. Note that Kj as a subgroup of 
the N(Z/p) /z/p acts trivially on iT/p by Corollary 1.4. Again by the result of 
Cohen [3], H”(K,, Zip) = 0 for q > 1, H”(K,; z/p) = ;Z/p and H’(K,; Zip) = 
( BJ2, B,,). Clearly, H”(K,; Z/P)~( = 0 for i = 2, 3 or 6 because of the nontriviali- 
ty of the M, action on iTip. 
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Consider a common element (13) (2 4) of M, for i = 2,3 and 6. We know 
(13)(24)=(12)(23)(12)(23)(34)(23): 
mB,, + nB,, + m’BJz + n’B,, , 
since (13)(24): Bq2-B42, B,,-B,, and m+m’, n-n’, here m’ and n’ are 
different from m and II if m,n # 0 mod(p). So there is no invariant element of M, 
in H’(K,; Z/p), i.e. H’(K,; Z’/JI)~I = 0 for i = 2, 3 and 6. 0 
Lemma 3.5. 
iP(N,; Z)(& = zip if i = even , 
zqlv,; Z),,, = 0 ifi=odd, 
&A$; q,, = zip if i = 0,l mod(4) , 
Cii(Nz; qp, = 0 if i = 2,3 mod(4) , 
fzi(N3; z)(p, = Lip if i = 0 mod(4) , 
fiw3; qp, =Z/p@Zlp ifi=l mad(4), 
fi’(N,; q,, = 0 if i = 2,3 mod(4) , 
Aylv,; Z),,, = zip for all integer i , 
fiw,; .qp, = Z/P if i = even , 
&% q,, =iZlpfBZlp if i=odd, 
i&v,; Z),,, = zip if i = 0,l mod(8) , 
A’(N,; Z),,, = 0 if i = 2,3,4,5,6,7 mod(8) . 
Proof. We apply LHS” again to the group extension l+ Zip+ N, + Q, + 1 
in the form E;,“ = H”( Q,; H’(Z/p; Z)) 3 H”+“(N,; Z). Since H”( Q,; H’(Zl 
p; 27)) = 0 when p > 1, LHS’ collapses again. By Lemma 3.3, we are aware of the 
action of Qj on HY(ZIp; Z). Combining the Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we actually 
obtain the ordinary cohomology H*(N,; Z). Finally, the p-periodicity of N, and 
the fact that Farrell-Tate and ordinary cohomologies of N, coincide above the 
vcd(N,) imply this lemma. 0 
Recall that the Brown theorem [2, p. 2931 for a p-periodic group implies 
fi*<r;,- I ; a,,, = IIfi*(NWp); z),,,,, where Z/p ranges over all conjugacy 
classes of order-p cyclic subgroups in r,_, Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 3.4, we 
finish the proof of our main theorem. 0 
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